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about St. John? Yet I, at a.ny rate, feel him one of the-
most illogical of writers: his " fors " and " therefores"
seem to me to have no meaning. No doubt Dante's faith
is clear: his answer is one of assurance, not of doubt:
but so was Job's, I think, in the end when the Lord
answers. But Dante cannot explain anjr more than Job.
Why has "tartness" repulsive associations? I don't
know what they are. Still, all you say donne h penser like
what you said about Browning. And I agree about jdie
intensity of D. But that is my point: intension is not
extension: perhaps such intension as D's and Milton's is
incompatible with very wide human sympathies. D. has
little but contempt for " ser Martino ", whom Shakespeare
would have understood and liked*.
To Walter Crum	4> Onslou/ Gardens, S.W.
December 10, 1923
my bear walter,
Yes, it is something of a disappointment, for I knew
that C. Bailey, one of GarrodV nominators, and other
Oxford people, thought it would be very close.1 And the
President of Trinity had said to Riddell " with that list
of nominators you will win ".
G. is an able man, much abler than I am. But I thipk
that, however markedly inferior to W.P.K., Bradley and
Mackail, I was equal to Garrod for this purpose and
superior to Wftrren.
I am not sorry I stood. To be nominated by such
nominators—for such a distinguished Chair—was a great
honour.
I shall be sixty in a month, so no more honours for me,
I fear. But I can hojiestly say that I am very conscious
of having already had many more of the good things of
this life than I deserve, very many more. So I will not
complain.
1 Referring to his unsuccessful candidature for the Professorship of Poetry
at Oxford

